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Recurrent scattering of spontaneous radiation from a randomly occupied optical lattice

Wei Guo*
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131, USA

~Received 21 July 2003; published 19 March 2004!

The problem of recurrent scattering of spontaneous radiation from a randomly occupied optical lattice is
discussed herein theoretically. The intensity of the scattered radiation is calculated and averaged over the
random distribution of atoms trapped inside the lattice. From the intensity of the scattered radiation, two
properties of random lasing are derived. First, the random lasing’s strongest oscillation has a wavelength
comparable to the lattice constant and, second, its emission spectrum is discontinuous. In the present paper, a
quantity, the number of multiple scattering channels based on the long-range regularity possessed by an optical
lattice, is defined. This quantity is found to significantly determine the magnitudes of the mean intensity of the
scattered radiation and the wave decay constant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a random medium, when optical gain is present, sp
taneous radiation has a better chance of being rescat
back to the atom from which it was emitted; therefore
closed-loop path of light can be formed and then functio
much like a conventional cavity in an ordinary laser@1#. In
such a medium, only those oscillation frequencies that en
the phase shift along a closed loop being equal to a mult
of 2p are selected. Clearly, multiple scattering of sponta
ous radiation is the physical origin of the observed laser
radiation from random media~also known as random lasing!
@2,3#. Although this effect was predicted by Letokhov
1968 @4#, the current research on this subject was larg
stimulated by the first observation of laserlike emission fr
a laser dye solution containing microparticles by Lawan
et al. @2#. At present, most theoretical formulations descr
ing such a phenomenon rely on the diffusion approximat
@5,6# or the Monte Carlo simulation@7#. In both methods, the
phase of the light wave is neglected. The random media u
in experiments or modeled after theoretical calculations
usually assumed to be continuous; that is, the constituen
the media are allowed to reach any point in the sp
claimed by the media.

In addition to continuous random media, there are ot
types of random media, such as optical lattices, that pos
a long range of regularity. An optical lattice is a period
arrangement of atoms confined in place by laser beams
is the direct result of atom cooling@8#. The randomness of a
optical lattice comes from the often uncontrollable distrib
tion of trapped atoms among lattice sites. Previous paper@9#
predicted that the light scattering from an optical lattice h
many properties which had not been identified from the st
ies of light scattering from a continuous random mediu
Additionally, it was revealed through experiments that a
plified spontaneous emission gradually transits to rand
lasing while the density of scattering particles increases
yond the order of 1011cm23 @3#. It is commonly known that
a typical near-resonance optical lattice@10# is usually
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sparsely occupied with an average occupation fract
around 10%@11#; yet even for such an optical lattice, th
average density of the atoms trapped inside can easily
pass the preceding density in a continuous medium as
lattice constants of a near-resonance optical lattice are
of the order of the half wavelength of the lattice-formin
light beams. Therefore, it seems that it is not only mo
likely to generate random lasing from an optical lattice, b
also possible to observe new effects from the random las

Since a thorough understanding of random lasing from
optical lattice requires systematic analysis of recurrent s
tering of spontaneous radiation from the same lattice,
latter problem is addressed in the present paper by calc
ing the intensity of spontaneous radiation emitted from a
recurrently scattered by all of the atoms trapped inside
optical lattice. The multiple scattering approach is used
that the phase of radiation at each scattering step can
calculated accurately. After the intensity of radiation is av
aged over the random distribution of the trapped atoms
side the optical lattice, some properties of random las
should be able to be obtained from it. Obviously, if ea
lattice site of an optical lattice is occupied by an ato
~achievable in a far-off-resonance optical lattice@11#!, then
this lattice ceases to be a random medium. In the pre
paper, only a near-resonance optical lattice is considered,
unless stated, all optical lattices are assumed to be n
resonance optical lattices. It is also assumed that the lattic
a simple cubic lattice with a lattice constanta. The charac-
teristics of a near-resonance optical lattice, including the m
tion of atoms@12–15#, the long range of regularity@16–18#,
and the number of localized atoms@16,18# are frequently
studied by analyzing light scattered from the lattice.

As light propagates inside an optical lattice, its amplitu
decays as a result of the destructive multiple scattering
the trapped atoms. The regular distribution of these atom
space permits a definition of a number of multiple scatter
channels~NMSC!, which quantitatively represents the sca
tering ability of the lattice on a wave traveling inside th
lattice. The present paper illustrates that both the light de
constant and the intensity of recurrently scattered sponta
ous radiation depend on this quantity. It is a well-known fa
that when the wavelength of a wave is long enough,
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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wave is unable to discern the structure of the medium
which it travels. By examining the numerical value
NMSC, one can quantitatively determine when the regu
structure of an optical lattice is invisible to a wave. From
definition, it can be inferred that NMSC is a general conc
that applies whenever light propagation is inside a disc
medium with a long range of regularity.

Since the presence of optical gain in a random med
primarily serves to increase the chance that recurrent sca
ing occurs while not shedding much light on the nature
light propagation inside an optical lattice, such a ligh
enhancement mechanism is not included in this analysis.
sentially, a stationary scattering formulation in which som
dynamic aspects of light propagation inside an active m
dium such as laser spiking@5,7# and spectral narrowing@19#
simply do not appear is presented.

The low occupation of a near-resonance optical latt
makes it a good approximation to ignore the near- a
intermediate-zone fields when the recurrent scattering
cess is formulated. Support for this approximation com
from the fact that in a light multiple scattering process it
the accumulated phase rather than the polarization of l
that controls many interesting scattering phenomena~includ-
ing enhanced back-scattering@20,21# and photon localization
@22#! in a random medium. It has been observed that if
incident light is circularly polarized then the results obtain
from the scalar- and vector-field approaches are nearly id
tical @23#. Therefore, in this formulation, a scalar-field a
proximation is used. The same approximation has also b
employed to describe enhanced back scattering of light f
a random medium@20,21#.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II the probl
is formulated, the electric field is evaluated at an observa
point in the form of a multiple scattering series, and t
definition of NMSC is introduced. The intensity of the recu
rently scattered radiation is then averaged over the rand
ness of the occupation of the lattice in Sec. III. In the f
lowing section, the mean intensity of radiation is graphica
exhibited and then it is established that light propagat
inside an optical lattice can be characterized by NMSC. T
properties of random lasing from an optical lattice are
rived in Sec. IV. The results are summarized in Sec. V.

II. DECOMPOSITION OF RADIATION FIELDS

For simplicity, the atoms trapped inside an optical latt
are treated as identical electric dipoles characterized by
isotropic polarizabilitya and a diminishing physical size
Since the total fieldE(r0) at an observation positionr0 is
formed by the fields emitted either directly from the atoms
first emitted from the atoms and then multiply scattered
the same atoms, the total field can be expressed in the
lowing integral equation in Gaussian units

E~r0!5E G0~r0 ,r1!n~r1!dr1

14pk0
2aE G0~r0 ,r1!n~r1!E~r1!dr1 , ~1!
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where dr5dxdydz is the volume element. The kerne
G0(r ,r1) is the Green function corresponding to the diffe
ential operator¹21k0

2, and represents a diverging spheric
wave radiated by an atom atr1 and observed atr :

G0~r ,r1!5
eik0ur2r1u

4pur2r1u
.

The spontaneous radiation from a point dipole at positionr1
is simulated approximately with the Green functionG0(r ,r1)
in this formulation, as the first term on the right-hand si
~RHS! of Eq. ~1! illustrates. The validity of this approxima
tion comes from the knowledge that the uncertainty of
excited state is usually small compared to the energy sep
tion between the excited state and the ground state. Th
fore, the spontaneous radiation can be regarded as m
chromatic. A common factor representing the amplitude
spontaneous radiation has been dropped from the RHS o
~1! for simplicity. The randomness of the lattice is describ
by each variableb i , which takes on the value 1 when thei th
site is occupied and 0 when that site is vacant. By deno
the average occupation fraction of each site byb0, the mi-
croscopic number density of the atomsn(r ) can be separated
into an average occupation partn0 and a fluctuation partdn
@9#. Moreover, a linear-integral-operator method can be u
to expressE(r0) as a series in ascending powers of the d
sity fluctuations@9#:

E~r0!5I 0~r0 ;k0!1mE I 2~r0 ,r1!dn~r1!I 3~r1 ;k0!dr1

1m2E I 2~r0 ,r1!dn~r1!dr1E I 1~r1 ,r2!dn~r2!

3I 3~r2 ;k0!dr21•••, ~2!

wherem is used to replace 4pk0
2a to simplify notation.

The first term on the RHS of Eq.~2!, I 0, reads

I 0~r0 ;k0!5b0F(
i

G0~r0 ,Ri !

1mb0(
iÞ j

G0~r0 ,Ri !G0~Ri ,Rj !1•••G , ~3!

where $Ri% represents the entire set of lattice sites. Und
typical experimental conditions@13#, the deviation of an
atom from the lattice site to which it is trapped is extreme
small; by writingI 0 and, therefore,E(r ), as an explicit func-
tion of lattice sites, built into Eq.~2! is the assumption tha
the atoms are tightly trapped at the lattice sites. This assu
tion is known as the Lamb-Dicke limit. Moreover, it ha
been proven experimentally that the multiple scattering
fect is insignificant unless the atoms are so closely trappe
the lattice sites that the Debye-Waller factor is nonvanish
@18#. Equation ~3! exhibits how the spontaneous radiatio
from each atom trapped inside an evenly occupied lat
with an average occupation ofb0 has to be multiply scat-
tered by all the atoms before being added to form a resul
field at the observational positionr0. Throughout this paper
2-2
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RECURRENT SCATTERING OF SPONTANEOUS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 036602 ~2004!
it is assumed that the surface of the optical lattice facing
optical detector is thex̂- ŷ plane andẑ is in the direction
away from the detector. Since the observation position
usually distant from the lattice sample, the far-zone appro
mation can be applied to transform the propagatorG0 in each
final scattering step in Eq.~3! into a plane wave. The serie
in Eq. ~3! subsequently represents the formal multiple sc
tering of a plane wave with a wave vectorks[2k0r0 /r 0 by
the uniformly occupied lattice and can be formally r
summed@9# as

I 0~r0 ;k0!.b0

eik0r 0

4pr 0
L~ks!e

iks'x(Nx21)a/21 iks'y(Ny21)a/2

3
sin~ks'xNxa/2!

sin~ks'xa/2!

sin~ks'yNya/2!

sin~ks'ya/2!

3
12e[ iReb(ks)2Imb(ks)]aNz

12e[ iReb(ks)2Imb(ks)]a
, ~4!

whereNx , Ny , andNz are the numbers of sites in thex̂, ŷ,
and ẑ directions, respectively,

L~ks![
k0

12w1s8

11~s9w1Nb!/~12w1s8!

Ak0
21~w1Nb!/~12w1s8!

,

and b(ks)5Aksz
2 1w1Nb /(12w1s8). Other quantities ap-

pearing inL(ks) andb(ks) are defined in Ref.@9# and omit-
ted for simplicity. In expression~4!, the notationks' is used
to represent the projection ofks on thex̂-ŷ plane.

In Ref. @9#, the entire spatial frequency space was clas
fied into two groups:$KB% consisting of those reciproca
vectors K ’s for which uk11K u;k0, and the rest$KG%,
wherek1 is any vector in the fundamental Brillouin zone.
was noted that the vectorsK1k1, with K in the former
group represent all possible wave vectors that can result f
the scattering of radiation with wave vectork1 from a regular
lattice of atoms, while satisfying Bragg scattering conditio
The number of Brillouin zones in$KB% is the number of
multiple scattering channels and is denoted in this pape
Nb . Since, in Ref.@9#, both the wavelength and the lattic
constant were chosen to be constants,Nb became a fixed
number and its effects on light propagation inside an opt
lattice were not revealed. In the present paper, the prope
of NMSC are discussed in detail in Sec. IV when the me
intensity of spontaneous radiation is analyzed. In a o
dimensional situation,$Gz%, the counterpart of$KG% can be
defined as those one-dimensional Brillouin zones which
not satisfy the conditionuGzu;ksz.

Between two successive scattering events induced by
density fluctuations, the radiation field travels inside
evenly occupied lattice. Such a process, one example
which is sandwiched between two density fluctuations in
second line in Eq.~2!, is denoted asI 1(r1 ,r2), and reads

I 1~r1 ,r2!5G0~r1 ,r2!1mb0(
i

G0~r1 ,Ri !G0~Ri ,r2!1•••,

~5!
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which can be summed up into closed form@9#

I 1~r ,r1!5s0~k0!
e[ iRea(k0)2Ima(k0)] ur2r1u

ur2r1u
, ~6!

where s051/@4p(12w1s8)2# and a(k0)
5Ak0

21(w1Nb)/(12w1s8). Equation ~6! illustrates that a
wave usually gets its wave vector renormalized after be
multiply scattered and the degree of renormalization,
noted from the expression ofa(k0), is largely dictated by
NMSC. In Sec. IV, the dependence of the decay cons
2Ima(k0) on Nb is discussed.

After leaving a density fluctuation, the radiation has to
scattered by the evenly occupied lattice before arriving atr0.
This multiple scattering process, represented byI 2(r0 ,r1) in
Eq. ~2!, can also be summed up@9# as

I 2~r0 ,r1!5
eik0r 0

4pr 0
L~ks!e

ik'•r iei [Reb(ks)1 i Imb(ks)]zi. ~7!

One outcome of separating the number densityn(r ) into
an average partn0 and a fluctuation partdn(r ) is that the
spontaneous radiation from each trapped atom formally tr
els inside a uniform optical lattice before it encounters
density fluctuation. Since the atom at the location of the d
sity fluctuation also radiates, the total radiation emitted fro
a density fluctuation should, resultingly, include the radiat
which originated from the fluctuation, plus the radiation a
proaching the fluctuation. This sum, designated asI 3(r ;k0),
can be expressed as a multiple scattering series:

I 3~r ;k0!5
1

m F11mb0(
i

I 1~r ,Ri !G . ~8!

Since a typical near-resonance optical lattice is sparsely
cupied with an occupation fraction around 10%, the dep
dence ofI 3(r ,k0) on the location of density fluctuationr is
not sensitive, andI 3, can, therefore, be treated as a consta
For this reason,I 3 is henceforth referred to as uniform radi
tion. In this approximation, the summation in expression~8!
is calculated in the Appendix, leadingI 3 to the following
expression afterm21 is dropped

I 3~r ;k0!}11mb0s~k0!k0A~2p2!21. ~9!

With the physical meanings ofI 0 , I 1 , I 2, and I 3 ex-
plained, it is clear that spontaneous radiation from a r
domly occupied optical lattice has to be alternatively sc
tered by the uniform lattice and the density fluctuatio
before being measured.

III. MEAN INTENSITY OF RECURRENTLY
SCATTERED RADIATION

The mean intensity of spontaneous radiation recurre
scattered from the lattice and observed atr0, denoted asI Re,
is obtained by multiplyingE(r0) ~2! with its complex con-
jugate and then averaging the product over the density fl
tuations. When averaging the intensity over the density fl
tuations, the general expression of the density fluctua
2-3
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WEI GUO PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 036602 ~2004!
correlation function@9# has to be specialized to include on
those configurations for which the phase of the light in ea
multiple-scattering term of Eq.~2! is exactly canceled by the
phase of the complex conjugate of that term. To achieve
requirement, a field and its complex conjugate can o
travel along the same path or the time-reversed path. Th
fore, only even-order moments of density fluctuations
needed in the correlation function. It is also required that
initial scattering steps and the last scattering steps occu
the same density fluctuation positions so that closed lo
can be formed. What is implied in the second requiremen
that four density fluctuations should share the same lat
site. In the general expression of the density fluctuation c
relation function, the density fluctuations are grouped
cording to a permutation notationPn,k,%,••• , which indicates
a permutation of a set ofn lattice sites an atom can reside i
a different set ofk lattice sites an atom can reside in, and
on, until all n positions are exhausted. With the abov
mentioned specialization requirements in mind, the perm
tion notation needs to be specialized toP4,2,2,••• , so that the
nth-order density fluctuation correlation function become

^dn~r1!•••dn~rn!&

5^~b2b0!4&@b0~12b0!# (n24)/2 (
$P%

P4,2,2,•••

3 (
iÞ j ÞkÞ•••51

N

d~r12Ri !d~r22Ri !

3d~r32Ri !d~r42Ri !d~r52Rj !

3d~r62Rj !d~r72Rk!d~r82Rk!•••, ~10!

whereN denotes the total number of the lattice sites. W
the help of Eq. ~10!, after dropping a common facto
umu6^(b2b0)4&@b0(12b0)# and definingC05b0(12b0),
it can be seen that

I Re}(
iÞ j

uI 2~r0 ,Ri !u2uI 3~Ri ;k0!u2uI 1~Ri ,Rj !u412C0umu2

3 (
iÞ j , j Þ l ,lÞ i

uI 2~r0 ,Ri !u2uI 3~Ri ;k0!u2uI 1~Ri ,Rj !u2

3uI 1~Rj ,Rl !u2uI 1~Rl ,Ri !u212C0
2umu4

3 (
iÞ j , j Þ l ,lÞm,mÞ i

uI 2~r0 ,Ri !u2uI 3~Ri ;k0!u2uI 1~Ri ,Rj !u2

3uI 1~Rj ,Rl !u2uI 1~Rl ,Rm!u2uI 1~Rm ,Ri !u21•••. ~11!

SinceI 0 depends critically on the observation direction@refer
to Eq. ~4!# in any experiment, by a suitable specification
the observation directionk̂s , it is possible to make the mag
nitude of I 0 null. For this reason, the contribution fromI 0 is
excluded in the calculation ofI Re. Also used in the deriva-
tion of the expression~11! is the assumption that light trave
along each closed loop only once.
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It is noted that the first term on the RHS of Eq.~11!
represents the second-order recurrent scattering even
which the spontaneous radiation, when arriving at an atom
Ri , is first emitted fromRi to another atom atRj , gets
scattered back toRi from Rj , and is then transmitted to th
detector fromRi . The following terms in Eq.~11! represent
higher-order scattering events. Refer to Fig. 1 for an illust
tion of the third-order recurrent scattering event. Since
waves traveling on either a path or its time-reversed p
contribute equally to the measured light intensity, the mu
plier 2 appears in each of the third- and higher-order rec
rent scattering events on the RHS of Eq.~11! to account for
this effect. If recurrent scattering events are ignored,
time-reversed paths produce so-called cross terms in a t
retical discussion of light scattering from random med
These cross terms are responsible for the enhanced
scattering of light, no matter if the random media have op
cal gain@24# or not @9,20,21#.

From the expressionI 1 ~6!, the sums ofI 1’s in Eq. ~11!
can be transformed into integrals in the spatial freque
domain. Three of these sums are listed as follows:

(
iÞ j

e22am(k0)Ri j

Ri j
4

5
1

4p4 S 2p

a D 3E
V3

g2~k!dk, ~12!

(
iÞ j , j Þ l ,lÞ i

e2am(k0)Ri j

Ri j
2

e2am(k0)Rjl

Rjl
2

e2am(k0)Rli

Rli
2

5
1

8p6 S 2p

a D 6E
V3

g3~k!dk, ~13!

and

(
iÞ j , j Þ l ,lÞm,mÞ i

e2am(k0)Ri j

Ri j
2

e2am(k0)Rjl

Rjl
2

e2am(k0)Rlm

Rlm
2

3
e2am(k0)Rmi

Rmi
2

5
1

16p8 S 2p

a D 9E
V3

g4~k!dk, ~14!

FIG. 1. The third-order recurrent scattering diagram, wh
solid and dashed arrows indicate, respectively, a light path and
time-reversed version. Scatterers are represented by closed cir
2-4
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RECURRENT SCATTERING OF SPONTANEOUS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 036602 ~2004!
wheream(k0)52Ima(k0) is defined. The notationg(k) ~ap-
pearing in the preceding expressions! is defined@9# as

g~k!5(
G

1

uk2Gu
arctan

uk2Gu
am~k0!

2S a

2p D 3E dkg

1

kg
arctan

kg

am~k0!
, ~15!

where$G% is used to represent the set of three-dimensio
reciprocal lattice vectors. Integration over the fundamen
Brillouin zone in the three-dimensional spatial frequen
space is symbolized by subscriptV3 following an integration
sign.

From the expressions~12! to ~14!, it is found that the
series~11!, when the first term is excluded, is actually
geometrical series in the spatial frequency domain. Base
this observation,I Re yields:

I Re}uL~ks!u2uI 3u2us~k0!u4a23
12e22Imb(ks)aNz

12e22Imb(ks)a

3E
V3

dkFg2~k!1
C0umu2us~k0!u28pa23g3~k!

12C0umu2us~k0!u24pa23g~k!
G ,

~16!

where all proportionality constants that do not depend oa
are ignored. The expression ofI Re is complicated and a nu
merical treatment inevitably needs further analysis, which
presented in Sec. IV.

IV. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION

When light is scattered from an optical lattice, sideban
are generated in the scattered light because of the harm
oscillation of the atoms in the potential wells that hold t
atoms to the lattice sides@14#. However, under the assump
tion of Lamb-Dicke limit adopted in this paper the frequen
of the scattered light from an atom becomes identical to
of the light incident on the same atom. Therefore, the proc
of recurrent scattering of spontaneous radiation can
treated as a process of resonant scattering; that is, an inc
wave can have a frequency identical to the internal osc
tion frequency of the atoms. The polarizabilitya of the at-
oms accordingly becomes

a5
3i

2k0
3

. ~17!

After the radiation wavelength is fixed atl052p/k0, the
average radiation intensity is measured as a function of
lattice constanta in the direction normal to the lattice su
face:ks5(0,0,2k0). This specific choice of the observatio
direction makesb(ks)5a(k0). To make the analysis a
close to experimental realities as possible,b050.1 is se-
lected andI Re is plotted froma51.03l0 because the ap
proximation method used to derive the expressions ofI 0 , I 1,
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andI 2 in Sec. II works best whenl0!a @9#. The number of
the lattice sites inẑ directionNz is set to 80.

In Fig. 2 it is noted that the intensityI Re initially increases
with the lattice constanta to its first maximum arounda
51.24l0, and then decreases to its minimum, followed
another increase to its secondary maximum. The variatio
I Re with a in this region is well matched by the variation o
uI 3u2 with a; see Fig. 3. This variation is understandable sin
uI 3u2 by definition, determines the intensity of radiation im
mediately before a recurrent scattering process begins.
the other hand, the fact that the variation of the unifo
radiation I 3 ~8! with the lattice constant occurs is expect
sinceI 3 is formed as superposition of spontaneous radiat
waves that have traveled through an evenly occupied lat
from the emitting atoms. Therefore,I 3 must rely on the
phases of these waves to determine its own magnitude.
variation of uI 3u2 in the following region is also reflected in
that of I Re.

Still, in Fig. 2, it is easy to determine that there are thr
positions,a51.50l0 , a51.59l0, anda51.65l0, at which
the magnitude ofI Re plummets and the curve ofI Re becomes
discontinuous. To explain this phenomenon, one need
realize that in a recurrent scattering process, it is the de

FIG. 2. Averaged intensity of recurrently scattered spontane
radiationI Re ~in arbitrary units! against the normalized lattice con
stanta/l0. The data points are represented by closed circles.
2-5
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constant that determines the strength of the radiation s
tered back to the atom from which the radiation was pre
ously scattered. The phase of the radiation Rea(k0) in Eq.
~6! is canceled by its complex conjugate and does not play
essential role in determining the intensity of radiation sc
tered back to the starting point of a recurrent scattering p
cess. An examination of the decay constant 2Ima shows, in
Fig. 4, that ata51.50l0 , a51.59l0, and a51.65l0, the
decay constant is swiftly raised. Therefore, the dramatic
duction of the magnitude ofI Re can be regarded as a dire
result of the sudden increment of 2Ima. Additionally, since
the decay constant represents the rate at which energ
taken away from the radiation as it propagates, the th
sudden increments in 2Ima clearly mean that, at these pos
tions, the radiation experiences much stronger scattering

To understand the physics behind this change of scatte
strength, one has to realize that neara51.50l0 , a
51.59l0, anda51.65l0, the numberNb also changes rap
idly as Fig. 5 shows: its value jumps first from 26 to 32, th
from 32 to 56, and, finally, from 56 to 74. SinceNb repre-
sents the number of a wave’s dominant multiple scatter
channels that satisfy the Bragg scattering conditions in a
tice and are formed because of the regularity of the lattice

FIG. 3. Intensity of uniform radiationuI 3u2 ~in arbitrary units!
against the normalized lattice constanta/l0. The data points are
represented by closed circles.
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can, in some way, characterize the scattering ability of
optical lattice on the wave traveling in the optical lattice. T
increase in the magnitude ofNb means that the radiation wil
be scattered more intensively by the lattice resulting in m
energy taken away from the radiation. Consequently, the
ergy loss will produce a larger decay constant. In brief, it
NMSC that controls the main features of light propagati
inside an optical lattice.

Since its definition is only based on the Bragg scatter
conditions and the regularity of the medium, it can be
ferred that NMSC is, in fact, a general concept that applies
long as wave propagation in a medium with regularity a
discreteness~not merely an optical lattice! is concerned. It is
interesting to compare a continuous medium with an opt
lattice. In a continuous medium, since all nontrivial values
reciprocal vectors may be considered infinitely large, ther
only one scattering channel available. On the other hand
an optical lattice, whenl0.2a, the vectorK50 also be-
comes the only element in$KB% sincek0 is already in the
fundamental Brillouin zone. Physically, this means if a wa
has a wavelength larger than 2a, then the discrete structur
of the lattice is invisible to the wave. In general, for a co
tinuous medium,Nb51; for an optical lattice,Nb>1. One
can state whenNb51, a wave cannot distinguish a continu

FIG. 4. Decay constant 2Ima ~in arbitrary units! against the
normalized lattice constanta/l0. The data points are represented
closed circles.
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ous medium from an optical lattice; yet whenNb.1, it can.
The stepwise dependence ofNb on l0 anda can be under-
stood to be caused by the finite size of a Brillouin zon
Eitherl0 or a has to change a nonzero amount in magnitu
before, in the spatial frequency space, a different Brillo
zone can be reached.

Since random lasing is closely related to the recurr
scattering of spontaneous radiation, two properties of r
dom lasing from an optical lattice can be inferred which a
based on the properties ofI Re discussed in this section. It i
worth noting that even though optical gain is excluded in t
analysis requiring the spontaneous radiation with a spe
frequencyv05k0c to form a closed loop makes the formu
lation equivalent to an experimental reality in that the f
quency v0 is close to the maximum of the gain spectr
Otherwise, the spontaneous radiation would have a ne
gible chance of being rescattered back to its starting poi

~1! From Fig. 2, one can infer that the strongest la
oscillation from an optical lattice will have a waveleng
close to 0.8a. This result is dramatically different from ran
dom lasing from a continuous medium where the strong
laser oscillation is noted to occur at a wavelength which
significantly smaller than the average interparticle separa
@3#.

FIG. 5. The number of multiple scattering channelsNb as a
function of the normalized lattice constanta/l0. The data points are
represented by closed circles.
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~2! Also from Fig. 2, a spectral analysis of random lasi
from an optical lattice reveals a discontinuous spectr
where the discontinuities are caused byNb increments.
Since, in a continuous medium,Nb is always equal to the
value 1, the random lasing spectrum from a continuous m
dium is noted to be continuous@3#.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the recurrent scattering of spontaneous
diation from a randomly occupied optical lattice was d
cussed by following a density fluctuation approach. Af
averaging the intensity of the recurrently scattered radia
over the random distribution of the atoms trapped inside
lattice, it was found that if random lasing is generated on
optical lattice, its strongest oscillation will have a wav
length comparable to the lattice constant and its spect
will no longer be continuous. It was also noted that both
wave decay constant and the mean intensity of radiation
pend on the value of NMSC. Clearly, the NMSC studied
this paper is relevant to additional phenomena regard
wave propagation inside a medium with regularity and d
creteness.

APPENDIX: SUMMATION OF I 3

By using the Fourier transform relation

eia(k0)Ri j

4pRi j
5

1

8p3E dk1

eik1•(Ri2Rj )

k1
22a2~k0!

, ~A1!

the serial representation ofI 3 ~12! becomes

I 3~Ri ;k0!}11
b0ms~k0!

2p2 (
iÞ j

E dk1

eik1•(Ri2Rj )

k1
22a2~k0!

,

~A2!

where a proportionality constantm21 has been dropped. A
term with i 5 j can be added to and subtracted from Eq.~A2!,
so that the sum in the equation can be expressed in term
unrestricted sum over all lattice sites:

I 3~Ri ;k0!}11
b0ms~k0!

2p2 E dk1

eik1•Ri

k1
22a2~k0!

3F(
j

e2 ik1•Rj2e2 ik1•RiG . ~A3!

The use of the Poisson summation formula

(
i

eik•Ri5S 2p

a D 3

(
G

d~k2G!, ~A4!

where G’s are the reciprocal lattice vectors simplifies th
RHS of Eq.~A3! into a form involving an integral overd
functions. By evaluating this integral, the following expre
sion for I 3 may be derived:
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I 3~Ri ;k0!}11
b0ms~k0!k0

2 S 2p D 3

(
1

2 2 24pE`

ds
s2

2
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2p F ak0 nx ,ny ,nz S 2p

ak0
D ~nx

21ny
21nz

2!2S a~k0!

k0
D 0

s22S a~k0!

k0
D G

[11b0ms~k0!k0A~2p2!21. ~A5!
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